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Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains materials relating to the numerous political activities of Bob Basker, a leader in movements for social change since the 1930s. Basker, born in New York City, was a founder of Mattachine Midwest in Chicago and other homophile and gay liberation organizations in Florida. The collection includes records from the Alexander Hamilton Post of the American Legion -- the only post whose membership is primarily gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender-- and photographs of Basker with civil rights and gay rights activists, including Paul Robeson, Martin Luther King, Jr., Del Martin, Milton Marks and Willie Brown. There are also materials from historian James T. Sears regarding book chapters about Basker, newsclippings, personalia, subject files, audiotapes and artifacts, including t-shirts, buttons a Kennedy armband and a vest, pin and hat from the Alexander Hamilton Post.
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